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EXCEPTIONAL FEBRUARY JOBS REPORT: 313,000 JOBS FEBRUARY JOBS ADDED BY SEGMENT
ADDED, UNEMPLOYMENT UNCHANGED AT 4.1%
Employers added an astounding 313,000 jobs in February, significantly more
than the 222,000 expected by analysts. The unemployment rate remained
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unchanged at the 17-year low of 4.1%. Healthcare added slightly fewer jobs
than in previous months, but has added a total of 290,000 jobs in the past 12
months. Of the 19,000 healthcare jobs added in February, 9,300 were added
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in hospitals, 8,100 were added in ambulatory care, and 1,100 were added in
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nursing and residential care. Job gains for December were revised up from
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+160,000 to +175,000, and gains in February were revised up from +200,000
to +239,000 for a total of 54,000 more jobs added than were previously
reported. Including all revisions, job gains have averaged 242,000 over the
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(Source: http://bls.gov)

past three months.

ENHANCED NURSE LICENSURE COMPACT INCREASES AUTONOMY OF TRAVEL NURSES
In recent years, the country’s nursing shortage, which was previously widespread, has transformed to a regional issue, with
some areas having a surplus of nurses while others face severe shortages. As more facilities depend on travel nurses to
address this issue, legislation created to facilitate travel nurses’ movement between states is expanding. On January, 19, 2018,
the enhanced Nurse Licensure Agreement was implemented and is currently in effect in 29 of the 50 United States, with
several other states’ inclusion currently pending.
The original Nurse Licensure Compact, which was enacted in 2000, allowed nurses licensed in member states to practice in
other member states without additional state-specific licensing requirements. It was meant to follow the logic of a driver’s
license compact, whereby you can apply for and receive a license in your primary state of residence yet drive in all of them,
with the understanding that you will obey each state’s specific rules of the road. The enhanced NLC works in much the same
way, with individual states enacting and enforcing their specific laws (Nurse Practice Act), while nurses remain responsible for
learning and obeying them, as well as agreeing to abide by the 12 uniform licensure requirements for a multistate license.
States that have been reluctant to join often cite requirements for their nurses that are not addressed in the NLC. For
example, Massachusetts requires nurses to take courses on domestic violence and sexual assault. Other states, like
California, worry that nurses coming from other states will fall short of the quality standards and training they require for
nurse licensure. One concern shared by numerous states who declined to join the original compact was the fact that it didn’t
require nurses to undergo federal fingerprint criminal background checks. The enhanced NLC addressed that concern and
now requires them and additional protections.
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CURRENTLY ENACTED OR PENDING NLC LEGISLATION BY STATE

State with pending enhanced NLC legislation

State with enacted enhanced NLC legislation

EXPANSION OF NLC BENEFITS TRAVEL NURSES, HEALTHCARE FACILITIES AND PATIENTS
The National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) affirms that the NLC has been successful for more than 15 years,
with a set of uniform licensing requirements that now include federal criminal background checks for all participating nurses.
Additionally, the compact is cost effective for travel nurses and the hospitals and healthcare facilities that depend on their
services for day-to-day staff shortages as well as emergency events and natural disasters. Most importantly, it increases
access to healthcare for patients, both in-person and via telehealth, in areas where it is needed most.
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CURRENTLY EMPLOYED REGISTERED NURSES AGED 55 OR OLDER INCREASED
TO 24% IN 2017
Hospitals and healthcare facilities are poised to experience elevated levels of brain drain when it comes to nursing staff,
with new data indicating that employed nurses aged 55 and older increased to 24% in 2017. In 2000, just 13% of employed
registered nurses were aged 55 or older. The recent recession saw many registered nurses working past the age they
expected to retire, but with a robust economy that continues to gain strength, they may reconsider that decision. Some
studies claim it can take almost two recently graduated, full-time nurses to replace a retiring nurse and his or her
decades of experience.
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(Sources: https://khn.org/news/reducing-red-tape-for-traveling-nurses/ • http://staffingindustry.com/ • BLS.gov)
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